
Biggest Youth fest of 

North Bengal

5th & 6th April 2024

Theme: Ethereal Utopia

RULE BOOK



General Instructions:



Registrations will only be considered for bona fide students of the 
respective institutions. All members of a team must be from the same 
college. 



All the participants should carry their valid college ID cards. In the event  the 
ID card is not available, the participant(s) may furnish a bona fide letter from 
the Head of the Institution to certify that she/he is a registered student (of 
the current academic year – First Year, Second Year, or Third Year Student) 
of the College.



Event badges will be provided by the host college and have to be pinned 
throughout the event.



The registration fee for each individual/participant is INR 200 for one 
event and 300 for multiple events at the max of four events. For Team 
events, individual participants have to register with the above-stated 
amount.



Non – Participating individuals/visitors can enjoy the fest by paying INR 100 
for both days.

Introducing Insvaganza 2024 - The 8th annual socio-cultural fest of Inspiria 

Knowledge Campus, Siliguri. Insvaganza is one of the most happening and innovative 

student fests in the entire northeastern region. Planned, organized, and put forward 

as the student’s initiative, it is a grand platform for budding talents in the field of 

music, and creative forms. Performers from all over North Bengal can showcase their 

skills and creativity in a plethora of high-energy competitive events spanning two 

days, backed by the Inspirian spirit of innovation and creativity.




NOTE - Registrations and payments for the fest can be done only online, 


upon scanning the QR CODE.






Registration Link : 

Event Rules and Regulations Link : Click Here


https://www.townscript.com/e/insvaganza-2024 

Registration can be done only online. No spot registration will be accepted. 
Once registered no refund and no changes can be made.



The last date for registration is 22nd March 2024.



All participants are expected to dress appropriately when they are there in 
the College Campus of Inspiria, Siliguri. Participants are expected to be in 
college uniform or formal wear when participating in business or literary 
events.



Participants are expected to take care of their belongings; the organizers 
shall bear no responsibility wholly or partially for any damage or loss.



Anything that can be perceived as being offensive to any national/
religion/ linguistic sentiments or gender will lead to immediate 
disqualification.



Any sort of misconduct or misbehavior from participants or visitors from 
participating colleges will lead to the disqualification of the entire college 
team.



Faculty from guest colleges are requested to present their identity when 
they arrive at the entrance for verification purposes.



Outside food and drinks are not allowed. Participants may bring their water 
bottle/tumbler.



There will be a mandatory security check at the entrance. Any participant 
or visitor who refuses to be checked will not be allowed to enter the 
campus.



Carrying sharp, flammable items, or any other objects that are potentially 
dangerous is prohibited.



Carrying any beverages with alcoholic content is prohibited. Attempting to 
sell narcotics, drugs, cigarettes, or addictive substances is prohibited and 
will lead to expulsion from the premises. The college committee has all the 
rights to take action against defaulters for not abiding  the above rules.



SOLO SINGING
SOLO SINGING is a competition of two categories “Indian” or “Western”. Now, it’s your chance to shine. 
Be that talented soloist and add bedazzle to the stage with your superlative performance.


RULES AND REGULATIONS ( for both Indian and Western
 Any two participants from each college can participate in separate male & female categories
 One participant is allowed only for one category (Indian or Western)
 Time limit for a song should be 2-3 min
 Participants have to bring their own instruments or track in a pen drive for their performance
 The track needs to be submitted two days prior to the event
 The song should not contain any inappropriate or indecent lyrics
 The participants will be judged on the song selection, voice quality, clarity, rhythm and appeal to the 

audience
 The choice of the song is open to all participants but the song should not have any indecent or 

derogatory language that may cause any offense to any place, person, religion, community, country or 
belief.



Student Incharge: Mahek Aggarwal- 7001691683

Solo Dance
Male & Female (Separate Categories)

Dance form (male): Western                           

Dance form (female): Dance around India


RULES AND REGULATIONS ( for both categories
 No. of participants- one per college for both male and female categories
 Time limit is 3- 3.5 minutes. Violation of the time limit will lead to disqualification of the participant
 The choice of song is open to the participants. Vulgar and inappropriate content is strictly prohibited
 No props will be provided by the coordinators. The participants must bring their own props that would 

not harm the environment. Time of 2 minutes will be provided for prop set-up
 The song/tracks for the performance need to be submitted 2 days prior to the Event Head in a pendrive
 Choice of dress should not be vulgar or inappropriate
 Judgment Criteria: Choreography, Expression,Costume.



Student Incharge: Rupanjana: 78660 80313

CULTURAL EVENTS
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Groove & Move (Group Dance)
"Epic Moves, Collective Grooves - Where the Beat Connects Us All."

Theme:  "Celestial Unity”               

Dance Form: Freestyle

RULES AND REGULATION
 Time limit is 5-7 minutes. Violation of the time limit will lead to disqualification of the group
 Minimum of 7 and a maximum of 12 members can participate in a group
 The choice of song is open to the participants. Vulgar and inappropriate content is strictly prohibited
 No props will be provided by the coordinators. The participants must bring their own props that would 

not harm the environment. A time of 2 minutes will be provided for prop set-up
 Choice of dress should not be vulgar or inappropriate.



Judgment Criteria: Relevance to the theme, choreography, coordination, and overall performance



A DANCE FACE OFF of 10 mins will be conducted between top two teams (of different colleges). Each team 
can have a maximum of 10 members and minimum of 6 members of the same college

 There will be two rounds in which tracks will be provided by the organizer
 Round one – Group performanc
 Round two – Solo performance of the best dancer (chosen by the team)
 Respectful but competitive spirit is to be promoted by contestants in the Dance Off
 Decision of the jury and organizers will be final and binding
 Judgment Criteria: Originality,Technique & Improvisation.



Student Incharge: Rupanjana: 78660 80313



Please Note: The song/tracks for the solo dance and group dance performance need to be submitted 2 
days prior to the Event coordinators in a pen drive. The music has to be submitted in any one of these file 
formats: mp3, mp4, m4a, flac, ogg, wma, wav. Video file formats and YouTube links are not allowed.
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EnRAPt - Rap Music Competition


Theme : Euphoric Echoes

Bring up the notion of a utopian society—an otherworldly paradise where harmony, beauty, unity, variety, 
equality and peace are the norm. Embrace the wonderful components , views & challenges with innovative 
and cutting-edge lyrics in order to establish and maintain this utopian world.



RULES AND REGULATION
 Original Composition - Any plagiarized material will be disqualified.
 Individual performance - Each performer can have one individual to add the extra effects (like beat-

boxers, other sound textures or singers)
 Time limit - 5 Minutes
 Prop usage - Musical props are allowed
 Language usage - Bilingual (any language plus English should  be used). Any indecent or lewd 

language as well as any personal ventings will invite immediate disqualification
 The jury will assess performers on the basis of : 1) Originality & Concept, 2) Well-crafted lyrics, 3) Rightly 

interplayed beat , 4) Teamwork , 5) Audience appeal



Student Incharge: Mahek Aggarwal- 7001691683

Clash of the Bands
Theme: Reimagining Music of your favourite Artists

Delve into the memories of artists that sparked your passion for music, that influenced your artistic journey, 
crafting your own versions that reflect your admiration and inspiration, aiming to create a utopian 
experience with music.



Rules and Regulations
 Introduce the artist(s) that you have selected, before beginning your routine.
 Only one band from each college can participate
 Maximum of 7 and minimum of 4 members are allowed to participate from a ban
 Bands will be allotted a total of 20 minutes time, which includes 10 minutes for soundchec
 Bands must get their own instruments and accessories, besides Drums will be provided by Inspiria
  Organizers are not responsible for the loss or damage of the instrument
 Any abusive language or signs, if used, will lead to immediate disqualificatio
 Bands should have an exclusive name and must be provided at the time of registratio
 Vulgar or suggestive lyrics, antics, clothings and inappropriate content is strictly prohibited



Judgment Criteria: Synchronisation, vocals, rhythm and overall performance 

Student Incharge:  Niparna- 9093811751
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Fashion show
Create your own style! Be Original, Be Fashionable!!



Rules and Regulations
 One team per college is allowed to participat
 College teams have freedom to choose their theme. However vulgar or objectionable themes relating 

to racism, extreme/controversial political or religious fanaticism are not allowed
 Minimum 10 and Maximum 13 members in one team can participate
 All participants must register and carry their College ID
 Time limit is 13 -15 minutes. Participants need to submit their soundtracks 2 days prior to the event
 The music has to be submitted in any one of these file formats: mp3, mp4, m4a, flac, ogg, wma,wav. 

Video file formats and YouTube links are not allowed
 All the garments, accessories, makeup and props must be arranged by the team itself
 Only the changing room will be provided by the college
 Vulgarity and hazardous items (such as crackers, fire torches, colorful powders etc.) are strictly 

prohibited
 College or management won’t be responsible for lost or stolen articles
 The judge's decision will be final.



Judgment Criteria: Walk, Theme, Music, Costume, Choreography and Performance.

Student Incharge: Aditya Chettri- 6294612481 & Muskan Sharma-  9932387486

Beat Boxing
RULES AND REGULATION

 Time Limit: 5 Minutes (including PA testing time
 Number of participants: maximum 2 participants per colleg
 The competition is open to beat boxers only. Instruments or backing tracks are not permitted, only 

sounds produced using the human anatomy are allowed
 Judgment criteria: Originality, Musicality and techniqu
 Decision of the jury and organizers will be final and bindin
 No vulgar body language is allowed



Student Incharge: Shreya Goyal- 9842152607
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LITERARY EVENTS

Scrabble

Eloquence - Slam Poetry

Create your own style! Be Original, Be Fashionable!!



Rules and Regulations
 Each board will have 4 Players. There will be 4 Boards
 Winners from each board will move to Round 2
 The winners from Round-2 will play the final board
 Each round game will be of 30 Minutes
 The use of any electronic device other than the assigned machine/Computer is strictly prohibited
 The participants cannot take help from outsiders
 The participants cannot open any other TABS in the computer while playing the game.
 If the authority finds any participant using any unfair means will be disqualified.



Student Incharge: Madhushree Das Sharma- 9883420703 Bishal Mazumder- 9641707484

Topics: Friendship, Love, Betrayal



Rules and Regulations
 Time limit: Each student typically has a time limit of three minutes or less to perform their piece. Going 

over the time limit may result in point deductions or disqualification
 Original work: All poems performed should be original pieces written by the students themselves. 

Plagiarism or performing someone else's work may result in disqualification
 Props or costumes: Students are allowed to use props (musical instruments) or wear costumes during 

their performance
 Judging criteria: The judging criteria typically includes factors such as writing quality, performance, and 

audience engagement. The total score is usually out of 100 points
 Language and content: The use of profanity or hate speech may result in disqualification. Students 

should also be mindful of their content and ensure that it is appropriate for a diverse audience
 Language should be either English or Hindi or a mix of Hindi and English.



Student Incharge: Ayush Bajaj- 8695711565, Kabita Murmu- 7864802607
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HOSPITALITY EVENTS

Taste the Ingredients

Conical Combination

“Blindfold...Eat using your senses”

Smell, taste and identify. When the food flavors are fun, play with the power of your senses. Come let us use 
our senses to explore!



Rules and Regulations
 Each team comprises individuals
 Each college can have one team
 The members will be blindfolded
 It is a two round contest
 In the first round, the participant has to name the items by smelling or touching
 In the second round, the participant has to name the ingredients of an item by tasting it and the 

participant will get a limited number of chances to name the ingredients
 The team with the most correct answers will be the winner.



Student Incharge: Adish Upreti ( 9064617734)  &  Tenzing Yangdon  (8653332670)

“Make the edible......... Incredible!“ CRUNCH......! You love cones, to munch the crunch, now it's time to look 
upside down. Now the cones are the crowns that you need to decorate.Let's turn ‘CONES TO CROWN’



Rules and Regulations
 4 Ice cream cones will be provided to the teams
 Each cone will be chocolate dipped to avoid breakage and dampness
 Only whipped cream and liquid food color will be provided to fill the cones (the participants can bring 

their own filling if they want.
 Other things that are required to decorate the cones are to be brought by the contestants
 Each team will get 45 minutes to decorate the cones
 Parameters of judgment: Use of symmetry, Colour combination, Innovative decorating styles
 Maximum two teams are allowed to participate from each college and one team will have two 

participants.



Student Incharge:Natasha Sharma (9883347281) & Dibyam Mukhia (9002759921)
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Pakwan- The Gastronomic Battle

Burger Battle

“Innovation through originality! Explore the gastronomic delights for the taste buds…. Now it's time to make 
food for others to relish and cherish… it's time for the best to taste.”



Rules and Regulations
 There will be two participants in a team
 Maximum one team is eligible to participate from each college (The first 8 teams to register from any 

college will only be considered for participation
 Total time -120 minutes
 Participants should prepare 1 complete non-vegetarian dish
 All ingredients should be brought by competitors in a soaked and marinated state
 The dish will be prepared in the campus kitchen
 Basic equipment (knife, chopping board, gas range, oven, bowls, grinder) will be provided. If any special 

equipment is required, the participant has to bring it
 Any kind of proprietary food will not be allowed
 Competitors should bring 2 kitchen dusters along with them
 Workplace hygiene should be maintained
 Judging will be done on the basis of presentation, taste & texture.



Student Incharge: Chetan Prasad Chauhan (9679884534)  & Rudranil Mukherjee (9883713595)

“Bringing the sizzle” The burger is one of the most popular foods for this generation and in Insvaganza we 
are organizing “an individual burger eating competition for the gastro warriors”.



Rules and Regulations
 It is an individual event
 Segregated categories for Males and Female
 The registration is limited to 10 participants only and it will be an instant registration
 Single participation in each category from any one college
 There will be only one round of competition
 Burgers along with limited water will be provided during the competition
 The person to finish the 2 burgers first , will be the winner
 The judge's decision will be final.



Student Incharge: Anisha Tamang (7501162749) & Alok Roy (8918679292)
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CREATIVE EVENTS

Face Painting

Pot Painting

“Let’s make it expressive.”  Theme: “UNDERWATER WONDERS”



Rules and Regulations
 Each college can have two teams at maximum with two members each

 Time Allotted: 1 hou

 Each team must bring its own stationery item

 The participants must paint their team members' faces according to the theme.



Student Incharge: Nitisha Thapa- 8145105179  & Deep Rai- 7679120336



“Keep calm and paint the pot.” Theme: “MERMAID MAGICS”



Rules and Regulations
 It is an individual participation event with three from each college

 Time Allotted: 1 HOU

 Participants will bring their own essential materials like brushes, colors, pots, etc

 The college will not provide the pots

 You can bring a base colored pot.



Student Incharge: Sanjay Paul - 7908496114  & Priyanka Sutradhar - 8293524464



INSVAGANZA 2024

Student Event Coordinators: Dona Roy: 8145415763 / Aarti Bansal: 8101485545
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Light and Shadow:
“Cutting Through Shadows: Illuminating Paper Artistry” Theme: “FREE-FLOW”



Rules and Regulations
 This is an individual participation event
 Time Allotted: 45 mins to create Pattern, 1 min to explain the concept
 Things required are to be brought by the participants
 Participants have to create the pattern in a 15 cm X 20 cm box in the center of the A4 paper
 If using a paper cutter, please bring a board to put the paper on, to cut as cutting on the floor or table 

surface will not be allowed as it may lead to damaging the college property.
 The light source will be provided by the college.
 Mandala or geometric shapes are not allowed
 Participants need to create intricate cut patterns on an A4 chart paper (preferably a paper that is 

sturdy enough to be held straight, and cut) using scissors or paper cutters, creating full and voids,to 
allow light to pass or obstruct creating a beautiful shadow projection.



Student Incharge: Ritiksha Gupta : 9907559822 & Shayeni Dutta : 6295382669



Relaxed Focus – Doodle
“ It has always been fun to explore your creative part.” Theme: “DREAMSCAPE”



Rules and Regulations
 Two participants from each colleg

 Time Allotted: 1 hour
 The college will provide the paper where the participants have to execute the doodle
 Participants should bring their own drawing materials like pencils, pens, colored pencils, etc
 The participant should provide one caption for their own doodle drawing.



Student Incharge: Utsab Chanda - 9832369769 & Ayush Majumdar- 7431930425
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Green Glam 3D Creations
“Fashioning a Sustainable Tomorrow” 

Lets promote sustainable fashion and inspire positive change within the industry.



Rules and Regulations
 Time Allotted: 1 hou

 Participants can enter individually or as a team of 2 members
 Two teams per college is allowed

 Participants can get a fashion flat sketch previously made on A4/A3 size bond paper.

 Participants are encouraged to use environmentally friendly and sustainable materials for the 3D effects. 
This may include recycled fabrics, discarded plastic bottles, reclaimed wood, paper, or metal scraps

 A brief concept note explaining the inspiration behind the design and the sustainable elements used 
must accompany each submission

 Judging will be based on creativity, skill, originality, and how well the design aligns with the chosen theme.



Student Incharge: Ishika Roy (96356 92675) & Marshang Lama (86704 69278)



Tattoo Making
“My body is my journal, and my tattoos are my story.” Theme: “Dream World-Imaginary Landscapes/
creatures”



Rules and Regulations
 Each team can have at maximum two members

 Time Allotted: 1 hou
 The participants must draw on their team members' visible body parts

 according to the theme

  Participants must adhere to the selected theme for their tattoo designs
 Participants are responsible for bringing their own tattooing equipment and supplies

 All equipment must meet safety and hygiene standards
 Judging will be based on creativity, skill, originality, and how well the design aligns with the chosen theme

 Materials: Gel pens, Body Marker, Temporary Tattoo Stencils, Color pens, Spray bottles



Student Incharge:  Aditi Thapa (8617866853)  & Tanisha Gupta (9734465579)





MEDIA EVENTS

Insta Act

Short Film

Rules and Regulations
 Each student artist shall be given a maximum of 2 - 3 minutes to perfor
 Participants should state their name, College/Institute name, and Title/Act (individual event) - 

Submission will be in the drive link shared (of their name/Registration ID) with the participant post 
registration for the event. 

 It's a solo act - group performance are not allowed
 The topic will be given half an hour before the presentation begins
 Extremely vulgar language and/or sexual/ or racial/ or politically incorrect presentation will be 

disqualified
 Marking will be based on the creativity and originality of the presenter
 Medium of expression can be in Hindi, English, Bengali, and/or Nepali.



Judgment Criteria - idea, creativity of presentation, use of props,, general impression. 

Student Incharge:  Prity Darjee- 9339128876 & Anubhuti- 6296693108



Rules and Regulations
 Entries have to be submitted online before the deadline in the given link
 Films have to be submitted in .mp4 format only.
 Total runtime should be between 3 - 7 minutes only, including opening & closing credits
 The competition is only limited to undergraduate students
 The short films may be in their original language, but MUST be subtitled in ENGLISH
 A team should consist of not more than 8 members in a group
 A team shall carry an extra backup video
 Any type of consumption of tobacco or alcohol in the video will lead to disqualification
 The Film has to be made after May 202
 COPYRIGHT: The Film must be original and not contain any copyrighted work(s) belonging to third 

parties.



Please submit your entries in this link - Click Here

Student incharge: Tanisha Sarkar (7427985131)
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Photography
Theme: Resistance



Rules and Regulations
 The contest is open for online submissions only.  Link-  Click Her
 Submissions will not be accepted once the deadline lapses
 Photos must be in JPEG format
 You are only allowed to submit 3 photographs at max per contestant
 Submitted photos must be original, created and/or taken by the contestant.
 A unique title & description for each image is mandatory. Failing which your entries can be nullified
 All submitted photos must contain the original EXIF metadata information. However there must be no 

border(s), logo(s), copyright marks, identifying marks, or any other visible references and/or marks on 
the image

 Basic editing, including color enhancement, the use of filters, and cropping of the Photo(s) is 
acceptable, provided any such editing does not affect the authenticity and/or genuineness of the 
Photo(s)

 Advanced editing used to create illusions, deceptions and/or manipulations, and the adding and 
removing of significant elements within the frame is prohibite

 Every image uploaded is subject to a moderation process before it becomes visible on the contest 
page

 The judges decision will be final and binding on all participants in respect to all matters relating to the 
Contest.

 The Department reserves the right to call for original JPEG or RAW files with unchanged EXIF for the 
purpose of authentication.



Students Incharge: Rohan Das - 7364009415 & Khushi - 8413970324




Film Quiz
Rules and Regulations

 The medium of communication shall only be in English
 There is no cap on the number of teams an institution may like to send
 Each team must have only two participants. Individual participation is not allowed.
 Only teams representing schools or institutions can apply
 Anyone suspected by an official of cheating will be disqualified
 Anyone deemed by an official to be purposely disrupting an event or causing upset/annoyance/

distress to another player/organizer will be removed
 You are not permitted to replace a team member after submission of your final entry list
 The Department reserves the right to refuse entry to troublesome individuals



Students Incharge: Risha Roy -  7001687683 & Anandi Routh - 7407147456

Please submit your entries in this link - Click Here
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TECHNICAL EVENTS

Capture the Flag

AI Design


The Capture the Flag competition encourages teams to work together. It is a fun and technically easy way 
to enjoy time and strengthen your skills through team building.



Rules and Regulations
 Each team must have a maximum of 2 members

 A maximum of two teams from each college can participate
 Use of mobile phones or any other electronic devices is strictly prohibited. If found, then the team will be 

immediately disqualified

 There will be a total of 10 flags for each team
 Depending on the time frame and maximum number of flags found, the winning team and the runner-

up team will be declared

 The first 30 registered teams will only be allowed to participate
 The participants should know LINUX/UBUNTU commands.



Student Incharge: Papai Chandra Ray(9563009706) & Deep Sarkar (9547990733)

Requirement:
 The theme will be given during the contest

 You have to log in with a personal email id on the Microsoft Edge/Bing
 The participants will be provided with a submit form during the event.



Rules and Regulations
 Platform will be Microsoft Edge/Bing browser

 A maximum of three from each college can participate as Individuals.

 During the contest, the Website will be opened on the PC, no other tabs will be opened for finding 
answers, if found, it will result in disqualification

 The participants will get a maximum of  30 minutes to generate the finalized image within that 
stipulated time frame only.

 You have to finalize one image which will be generated by the bot and post it on the submit form

 The decision taken by our judges will be treated as fair and final for the best image respective to the 
given theme and will be declared as the winner and runner-up.



The first 50 registered will only be allowed to participate.

 Student Event Coordinators: Preetam More- 8918014106 & Sukhdeep Singh- 8388936986
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Criteria for the selection process of the candidate 
 Composition of the Ar
 Color Balanc
 Story Behin
 Relevance to the Them
 Catchy Title



Student Incharge: Khushi Prasad (9883979427) and Sumiran Sharma (9091196494)

 BGMI
Basic Rules

 Each team should consist of four players only. No extra players or substitutes will be allowed.
 Registration is limited for this event, Only the first 16 teams can participate in this event after that the 

registration forms will be closed as soon as the first 16 teams register themself
 Only two teams are allowed to participate from each college
 Non-registered players cannot play by any means. Players will be checked on the spot if they have 

registered. The inclusion of a player into a team who has yet to be registered will result in the 
disqualification of the whole team.

 Verbal Abuses at any moment of the event will not be tolerated and if found, the whole team will be 
disqualified.

 All the players are responsible for their own devices and network
 The In-game leader has to register for the whole team with everyone’s credentials respectively.
  The lobby will not be restarted because of a problem with the player's phones.
 If you failed to join the match we are not responsible.

 If the problem has affected multiple players, it’s in the Organizer's initiative to restart the lobby or not.
 Players can only use Mobile Phones for this event

 The decision taken by the organizers will be final, players cannot argue with the organizers regarding 
any issue

 There will be one winning squad and one top fragger
 Team name and in-game name must not include offensive language or part of a corporate name or 

trademark.



Game Rules
 Use of Pan or Fist is strictly prohibited. Players can use melee weapons only if they do not have other 

alternatives(No gun or no ammo available).
 All players must have their characters fully clothed.
 Cheating or use of third-party software will result in instant disqualification.
 Every team must take screenshots of their results after each match.
 All players must download the maps: Erangel, Miramar, and Sanhok before the event. No excuses 

will be accepted about the maps.
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Game Rules
 Players are not allowed to use emotes after finishing their opponent. Any other form of disrespect will 

not be tolerated either.
 Players must keep the latest BGMI version on their devices.
 The use of triggers is not allowed in the competition. Players can, however, use thumb sleeves.
 A gamer tag, team name, or logo must not include offensive language or part of a corporate name 

or trademark
 Each team must have four members at all times during the competition
 Each team must have a designated captain who will be their point of contact with organizers.



The Point Table for this event is as follows:


Position

1

2

3

4

5

Points

15

12

10

6

7

8 - 13

14 - 16

4

2

1

0

8

6

Note: Each finish will be considered as one point. (The Points 
Table has been derived from the official format of BGIS 2021 to 
ensure simplicity and avoid confusion)



Student Incharge: Raja Sha (9883739265) 

and Aayush Darnal (8145502124)
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Rules and Regulations
 Each college can have a maximum of three participants

 The use of electronic devices such as cell phones, pen drives, smartwatches, etc. is strictly prohibited 
during the event

 Only C, Python, and Java languages are allowed to code. The use of any other languages or packages is 
not permitted

 All participants are required to report 30 minutes before the start of the event

 The time limit for the event is one and a half hours
 Any use of unfair means or indecent behaviour will result in immediate disqualification

 There will be only one round with 1 question.



Judging Criteria
 The Participant who completes and executes without bug will be the winner

 In the event of a tie, the execution time of each Participant will be taken into consideration. The winner 
will be the one who has the least total execution time.



Student Incharge: Rohit  Kumar Sharma (7908963371) and Ankit Sharma (8016780223)

InCode
Join In-Code, the ultimate HackerEarth/CodeChef/Texteditor in UBUNTU-powered coding competition 
that lets you showcase your coding skills through an online platform. With real-time evaluation, this 
head-racking, overwhelming experience is perfect for all coding enthusiasts who love a good 
challenge. Don't miss out on this opportunity to prove yourself as the ultimate coding champion!

Rules and Regulations
 Registration is limited for this event, Only the first 16 teams can participate in this event after that the 

registration forms will be closed as soon as the first 16 teams register themself
 A maximum of Two Teams are Allowed to participate From Each college

 Each team can have a maximum of four players only. No extra players or substitutes will be allowed.

 Non-registered players cannot play by any means. Players will be checked on the spot if they have 
registered. The inclusion of a player into a team who has not been registered will result in the 
disqualification of the whole team

 Verbal Abuses at any moment of the event will not be tolerated and if found, the whole team will be 
disqualified

 All the players are responsible for their own devices and networks
  The In-game leader has to register for the whole team with everyone’s credentials respectively

 The lobby will not be restarted because of a problem with the player's phones
  If you failed to join the match we are not responsible.

Free fire mobile
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 If the problem has affected multiple players, it’s in the Organizer's initiative to restart the lobby or not
 Players can only use Mobile Phones for this event.
  Every participant has to screenshot their results after each match
 The decision taken by the organizers will be final, players cannot argue with the organizers regarding any 

issue
 There will be one winner Squad and One Top Fragger.



Rules for Gameplay
 The use of melee weapons is strictly prohibited. Players can use melee weapons only if they do not have 

other alternatives(No gun or no ammo available)
 All players have to have their characters fully clothed.
 Cheating or use of third-party software will result in instant disqualification
 Participants must screenshot their results after each match to claim their rewards
 All players must download the maps: Bermuda, Purgatory, and Kalahari before the event. No excuses will 

be accepted about the maps
 Players are not allowed to use emotes after finishing their opponent. Any other form of disrespect will not 

be tolerated either
 Players have to keep the latest version of Free Fire Max on their devices
 The use of triggers is not allowed in the competition. Players can, however, use thumb sleeves
 A gamer tag, team name, or logo must not include offensive language or part of a corporate name or 

trademark
 Each team must have four members at all times during the competitio
  Each team must have an IGL (Team Leader) who will be their point of contact with organizers

 Qualifiers will be held in BR(Full Map) Mode Whereas SEMI-Final and final will be held in CLASH SQUAD 
Mode.

The BR Point Table for this event is as follows:

Position Points

9th

10th

11th

12th

3

2

1

0

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

Points

20

17

15

13

Position

5th

6th

Points

7th

8th

6

4

12

10

Note: Each finish will be considered as one point.



Student Incharge: Sukhdeep Singh (8388936986), Aditya Jaiswal (8327693057) 

and Irfan Ansari (8972826278)



INSVAGANZA 2024

Crack the password
Crack the Password is an event, where the participants will be given some hints to guess the 
corresponding word or phrase that matches the image to unlock the locked folders within the stipulated 
time frame. The game will be played in teams, and you will have the opportunity to collaborate with your 
teammates to identify the correct answers.



Rules and Regulations
 The first 30 teams that enter the competition will only be allowed to participate
 Each team must have a maximum of 2 members
 Time limit maximum 60 minutes to unlock 10 locked folders
 You will be presented with a series of images, and your task will be to guess the corresponding word or 

phrase that matches the image to unlock the locked folders within the stipulated time frame
 Every folder will have a text file as a token consisting of some number which you have to submit in our 

provided portal
 Keep track of the time and spend only a little bit of time on one image or guess
 All the answers are in Small Letters or Numbers with no space. Moreover, Special Characters like (@, #, 

etc.), Capital Letters, and the Combination of Letters and Numbers are not allowed
 Use of phones and opening other tabs is strictly prohibited. Those who violate the rules will be 

immediately disqualified.
 The maximum opened folder within the minimum time will be selected as the winner and runner-up
 Disclosing the answers to other teams will lead to immediate disqualification. 



Student Incharge: Varij Nayan Mishra (9734954998) and Ashish Subba (8250494842)



BUSINESS EVENTS

INSVAGANZA 2024

Biz Quiz
Do you want to showcase your business brain? Do you think that you can survive the heat? 

The Insvaganza 2024 Business quiz - “Biz Quiz” is a platform to showcase your knowledge in the business 
sector. Be it creatively conceived metaphors in business or the infamous trivia behind the logos of 
prominent conglomerates, if you think you know it all and much more, come and show it at this event.




RULES AND REGULATIONS
 Eligibility: The quiz is open to all students pursuing undergraduate or postgraduate studies in any 

recognized educational institution

 Team Composition: Each team can have a maximum of two members, and a maximum of two teams 
can participate from each college

 Preliminary Knockout Round: If there are more than 6 teams registered, a preliminary knockout round 
will be conducted to select the final 6 teams to play the Quiz

 Quiz Format: There are 6 topics and 6 levels a player or team can choose from ranging from 50 to 400 
points. The difficulty level of questions increases with the increase in level i.e., a question of level 4 will be 
more difficult than that of level 3, and so on

 Question Options: In case a player or team doesn’t know the answer, they can skip the question to the 
next player or take their chances in attempting the question

 Negative Marking: However, a negative marking of 20 points is applied when a player or team chooses 
a wrong answer

 Rounds and Points: The quiz will have several rounds, and points will be awarded based on correct 
answers. The team with the greatest number of points will win

 Conduct: All participants are expected to conduct themselves in a professional and sportsmanlike 
manner. Any act of misconduct or misbehavior may result in disqualification

 Disclaimer: The organizers of the quiz reserve the right to modify or cancel the event at any time 
without prior notice. They also reserve the right to disqualify any team or participant for any reason they 
deem fit

 Agreement: By registering for the quiz, all participants agree to abide by these rules and regulations.



Judgment Criteria—Advertisement’s content – the storytelling aspect, Expressions: how novel or amusing 
is the ideation, The presenting team’s fluency and presentation skills, Language/Tone



Student Incharge: Vibek Ghosh(9064853788), Aditya Mehta (9046456969), Sakshi Chettri 9883384292





INSVAGANZA 2024

Mad-Ads
"Mad-Ads" is a unique event where you will form teams and create and enact hilarious and inventive 
advertisements for a product assigned to you.



RULES AND REGULATIONS
 A team can have a minimum of 3 members and a maximum of 5 members. Each participant can only 

be a part of one team
 All Teams will be assigned real or fictional products, for their advertisement by the Lucky Draw method, 

30 minutes before the event. Offensive, discriminatory, or inappropriate product choices are strictly 
prohibited

 Advertisements to be performed live by participants using Taglines, Jingles, etc
 The advertisement duration must be between 3 to 5 minutes
 The use of props and costumes is encouraged to enhance the presentation. (Props to be arranged by 

the teams
 Advertisements must be original and created specifically for this event and free from offensive 

language, and adhere to ethical standards. Copyrighted material (music, images, etc.) cannot be 
used.

 The decision of the judges is final and cannot be disputed.



Judgment Criteria—Advertisement’s content – the storytelling aspect, Expressions: how novel or amusing 
is the ideation, The presenting team’s fluency and presentation skills, Language/Tone



Student Incharge:-Chetan Agarwal- 7679941301, Mrinal Pradhan- 8967318363 

& Nivedita Singha- 6295352163



Anti-Tagline
“Tag me this, tag me that”

This event will see different brands being introduced & presented to the participants with altered anti-
taglines and based on the altered anti-tagline & the respective product/service, they have to successfully 
market the brand. They will have to justify the product/service positioning by giving rationale and market 
sense for the same.




RULES AND REGULATIONS
 Number of participants of one group will be four (From each institution
 Duration = 5-7 minutes per team
 Brands with their altered anti-tag lines will be provided to the teams 30 mins prior to the start of  the 

competitio
 Participants will be given a time of 30 mins to prepare the PPT which should be in PDF format
 Participants must not exceed the time limit that will be given.



Student Incharge: Suvam Paul7001371619, Sayantan Sidar- 8918203445, Mohit Agarwal-8509184160




INSVAGANZA 2024

THE BULLS &  THE BEARS 
(STOCK MARKET SIMULATION)
THE BULLS &  THE BEARS (STOCK MARKET SIMULATION)  RISK HAI TOH ISHQ HAI

Experience the thrill of investing in virtual stocks and see your portfolio grow or tumble in real-time with 
access to real-world market data and news updates. Join us and unleash your inner investor!

RULES AND REGULATIONS:

Number of participants – No restriction on number of  teams per college; however each team can have 
only one participan

 Participants need to bring their own laptop
 No communication channel will be allowed till the event ends

 Each participant will be provided virtual money
 Event will be conducted on a paper trading software

 Each participant will be given a time frame of 10 minutes to sign up in the software
 Trading will be conducted for 1 hour

 Trading will be done only in BANK NIFTY &amp; NIFTY 5
 Minimum quantity to buy is 10 lots and maximum No limi

 The participant who earns the maximum profit after exiting all the options will be the winner at the end 
of the competition.



Student Incharge: Tanishq Bansal 8972756496, Om Agarwal 8918438414, Keshav Garg 974948828



SWITCH (Business Game)
“Grass is never greener on the other side

 It is an informal debate competition where each team will pick a topic that is allotted and speak both 
for and against the topic. The participant will change their stance as soon as the word ‘switch’ is heard.

 In the Second Stage a new topic will be given; those qualifying for the second round will form two sides, 
one supporting and the other going against the topic

 The best two teams will be picked by the judge
 Only four teams are to be qualified for the second round. If the no. of participating teams exceeds more 

than four, the team scoring the highest points will qualify for the second round.



RULES AND REGULATIONS
 Topics to be spoken on will be provided to the speaker on the day of competition

 Participants will be given a time of 5 mins to prepare
 1 team with two participants from each institution is allowed.

 Time limit- 4 minutes per speaker for the first round
 All participants have to speak either in the first or second round in lieu of which they will be disqualified

 No form of indecency will be entertained and it may lead to immediate disqualification.



Student Incharge:- Nisha Gupta (9635911217) & Aparna Jena (8597164784)





FUN EVENTS

Tug of War
“Battle of mind and might.” A contest in which two teams pull at opposite ends of a rope until one drags 
the other over a central line.



Rules and Regulations
 2 teams per college(1 male & 1 female).Each team should have 8 members
 There is no weight limit for the participants
 The game involves usage of a single equipment i.e. a rope
 Using abusive language is strictly prohibited
 There will be a total of 3 rounds - knockouts, semi-finals and finals
 The game will start when the referee blows the whistle, each team can start pulling the rope into their 

territory along with the members of the opposition team.



Student Incharge:  Sudhama Barman/ Rohan Darjee - 8918829120 / 9749795971



Treasure Hunt
“Rise and Shine. It is hunting time!” A game in which each team tries to be the first to find the treasure 
with the help of clues, which have been hidden.



Rules and Regulations
 1 team from each college can participate with a maximum of 4 members
 The first 10 registered teams will be considered for the final event
 The Treasure Hunt consists of five clues, each one leading to the next clue
 The clues are to be found in a particular order. A team cannot skip a clue. Skipping a clue leads to 

disqualification of the team
 Do not search for clues in off-limit areas
 If participants find another team’s clue by any chance they are not supposed to tamper with it. A 

violation of this rule could cause disqualification of the team
 If the participants move any object to search the clue, kindly place it back
 All the clues of the teams are different and located at different places but the final destination i.e. the 

treasure is the same. The team which finds the treasure is the winner
 Decisions taken by the judges will be treated as fair and final.



Student Incharge: Aerick Mushahary/ Sadhana Rai - 7602896696 / 9339368141



INSVAGANZA 2024

Student Event Coordinators- (Vineet Sahu / Manob Dey	- 7205055710 / 8293039582)



Men’s Physique
Open Category (only college students are allowed)



Rules and Regulations
 Participants perform two rounds of quarter turns in the line up, wearing board shorts of their choice.
 (Round 2- Final Round) begins with a top 5 individual onstage presentation of each competitor with 

music(30 SEC)
 Note- No accommodation,tanning and attire will be provided by the management
 Each competitor must wear a single color trunk  which is clean & decent. White & transparent trunks are 

forbidden
 Green rooms will be provided by the college
 All competitors & officials must arrive 2 hrs prior to the schedule for weighting & Pre Judging
 Posing trunks must be worn at the time of Weigh-in.



Note- ANY MISHAP, INJURY OR DAMAGE BEFORE, DURING, THE TRAVELING OR AFTER THE CONTEST WILL BE 
THE SOLE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE PARTICIPANT'S, ORGANIZER  WILL NOT HOLD RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY 
LOSSES, INJURY, THEFT  ETC.



Student Incharge:  Om Chhetri / Rahul Chhetri - 9083103974 / 9733266387


INSVAGANZA 2024

INSPIRIA IS ALWAYS COMMITTED TO 

ENHANCE DOPE FREE SPORTS.



SCHEDULE

Biz Quiz  
Seminar Hall 1 

(Ground Floor)

Enrapt 
(Amphitheatre)  

Pakwan

Lab- Kitchen 

(Second Floor)

Beat Boxing

(Amphitheatre)

Groove & Move  
Group Dance 
(Main Stage)

10:00 AM

10:00 AM

Anti -Tagline

C-110  


(First Floor)

Incode

Lab-1 


(Ground Floor)

Inauguration

(Main Stage)

Capture the Flag 
Lab-2 


(Ground floor)

Light & Shadow

C-204 


(Second Floor)

Treasure Hunt  
C-101 


(First Floor)

Scrabble 
 Lab-4 


(Ground Floor)

Face Painting 
C- 107 


(First Floor)

Insta Act 
(Lecture 

Garden)

Conical 

Combination 


Bakery Lab 

(Second Floor)

Film Quiz  
Seminar Hall 1  
(Ground Floor)

MAD ADS

(Lecture 

Garden)

Green Glam 

3D Creations 

C-204 

(Second Floor)

Prize  
Distribution  
(Main Stage)

BGMI

LAB- 1 


(Ground Floor)

Clash of Bands 
(Main Stage)

10:30 AM

11:00 AM

11:30 AM

12:00 PM

12:30 PM

1:00 PM

1:30 PM

2:00 PM

2:30 PM

3:00 PM

3:00 PM

4:30 PM

4:30 PM

5:30 PM

5:00 PM

DAY 1 - 05.04.2024

DAY 2 - 06.04.2024

Crack the 
Password 

Lab-2 

(Ground floor)

Photography  
C-104 


(First Floor)

Eloquence-
Slam Poetry


Seminar Hall 1

Pot Painting

C-211 


(2nd Floor)

Taste The  
Ingredients  
Lab Kitchen 


(Second Floor )

Solo Singing

(Amphitheatre)

Relaxed 
Focus  
C-107 


(First Floor)

AI Design

Lab1 


(Ground floor)

 Bulls & Bears 
Lab-6 


(Third Floor)

Tug of War                    
(Inspiria 

Grounds)

Tattoo 
Making 

Competition 
C-204 

(Second Floor)

Short Film  
Seminar Hall 1  
(Ground Floor)

Free Fire 
Mobile  
Lab-1 


(Ground floor)

Switch                          
C-106 


(First Floor)

Burger Battle  
(Amphitheatre)

Men’s 
Physique 

(Main Stage)

Fashion Show 
(Main Stage)

Solo Dance 
(Main Stage)

Thank You!


